
HOW DOES LITERATURE REVIEW INFLUENCE THE RESEARCH

PROCESS

Besides these basic points, a literature review can also help the researcher to a literature review of novice researchers
is that they do not know where to start and questions are very essential and influence the whole process of the review .

Further, authors of descriptive reviews extract from each study certain characteristics of interest, such as
publication year, research methods, data collection techniques, and direction or strength of research outcomes
e. Literature reviews are designed to provide an overview of sources you have explored while researching a
particular topic and to demonstrate to your readers how your research fits within a larger field of study.
Sometimes you may need to quote certain terminology that was coined by the author, not common knowledge,
or taken directly from the study. The type of information you choose to mention should relate directly to the
research problem, whether it is thematic, methodological, or chronological. The theoretical literature review
helps to establish what theories already exist, the relationships between them, to what degree the existing
theories have been investigated, and to develop new hypotheses to be tested. Cochrane handbook for
systematic reviews of interventions: Cochrane book series. It goes beyond documentation and reflects
decisions related to the selection of the sources, the search terms used, the period of time covered, the articles
selected in the search, and the application of backward and forward searches vom Brocke et al. At this stage,
the review questions are concerned and formed. Tips for a good literature review Table 2: Tips for a Good
Literature Review [3, 4] Tips Ask yourself questions ask self questions about purpose, like 'What is the
specific thesis, problem, or research question that my literature review helps to define? Methodological
Review A review does not always focus on what someone said [findings], but how they came about saying
what they say [method of analysis]. Put simply, a narrative review attempts to summarize or synthesize what
has been written on a particular topic but does not seek generalization or cumulative knowledge from what is
reviewed Davies, ; Green et al. Do I follow through a set of concepts and questions, comparing items to each
other in the ways they deal with them? Implementation Science. This is the most common form of review in
the social sciences. In terms of contributions, this review provides a series of practical recommendations for
m-health intervention development. Types of Literature Reviews Argumentative Review This form examines
literature selectively in order to support or refute an argument, deeply imbedded assumption, or philosophical
problem already established in the literature. Cronin P. In line with their main objective, scoping reviews
usually conclude with the presentation of a detailed research agenda for future works along with potential
implications for both practice and research. The authors conducted a comprehensive search on multiple
databases to identify eligible reviews and subsequently used a validated instrument to conduct an in-depth
quality appraisal. What sources have they cited to support their conclusions? Third, there are the perceptions,
conclusions, opinion, and interpretations that are shared informally that become part of the lore of field.
Mobile phone messaging reminders for attendance at healthcare appointments. In: Cochrane handbook for
systematic reviews of interventions. Thinking interdisciplinarily about a research problem can be a rewarding
exercise in applying new ideas, theories, or concepts to an old problem. The second type of coverage consists
of presenting materials that are representative of most other works in a given field or area. From these patterns
and differences you may find out some clues for your research. A review organized in this manner would shift
between time periods within each section according to the point made.


